EDITORIALS

Warm up

“The unfriendly games”

P McCrory

As I write this warm up, the 2002 Winter Olympics are in full flight at Salt Lake City, Utah. The media response has been rapid and savage. Already dubbed “the Unfriendly Games”, the overwhelming security at the venues and the infrastructure problems is making life extremely difficult by all accounts.1

Is this the shape of things to come? The thin end of the wedge and all that. Following the September 11 tragedy and the fear of terrorist retaliation the need for security paramount, however, there are apparently over 15 000 security personnel in Salt Lake City, more than in Afghanistan! The repeated security checks and bizarre attention to detail are surprising. For example, newspaper reports describe journalists attempting to enter the moguls event at 7.00 am and having a delay of over an hour in temperatures at the security checkpoint. Similar delays occurred at the speed skating venue where overzealous officials apparently insisted on inspecting every single credit card and piece of paper in wallets and dismantling pens, presumably looking for very small bombs. Remember these measures are for people already vetted and security cleared and who carry picture and bar coded ID passes. Heaven help the public.

Not even the athletes are immune. Reports of Larissa Lazutina, the veteran Russian skier having her water bottle examined by security caused some dismay. She was reported as saying “this is my fifth Olympic Games and I have never seen such a thing...it is really a put down for the athletes.”

It is a frightening prospect if heightened security becomes the norm at future sport events. It would seem there must be some sort of compromise possible. Being seen to have a security presence is one thing but when the presence interferes with athletes in their quest for Olympic gold then the whole spirit of the Olympic movement is called into question. One can only wonder if these games were held outside the US, would the same presence be required. The cost of the security measures for these Winter Games we are told is $US 310 million. All we can say that if you want to see at an event, get there early and hope that the person you want to watch is not up early! Oh and bring a blanket—you may have to wait.
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Drugs in sport

Do drug cheats ever prosper?

P McCrory

The systems designed to eradicate drug use and cheating in sport need to be improved

Recent observers of international sporting meetings may have been disheartened yet again by the ongoing battle against the use of banned drugs in sport. This is particularly so for sports medicine clinicians, who usually attend these athletic meetings voluntarily and may be inadvertently brought into these controversial matters.

Often a team doctor is asked to chaperone an athlete during a drug test or provide information to the testing authorities about recent prescribed medication. The media often fails to see a distinction in the roles of medical staff, and, if an athlete tests positive to a banned agent, then the team medical staff are often tarred with the same accusatory brush. As sports medicine clinicians, we follow the various rules and regulations that govern each sport from the drugs testing for erythropoietin (EPO), resulting in a test being declared invalid.

Apart from the procedural difficulties, the off field arguments between athletes before the final were a blow to the credibility of the IAAF. Gabriella Szabo, the reigning World and Olympic Champion, made her criticism of the process very public, and, at one point, agonised about boycotting the race entirely. The English also threatened a boycott, and one athlete, Paula Radcliffe, held up a homemade sign during the semifinal saying: "EPO cheats out".

In this case, the system designed to eradicate drug use and cheating in sport was flawed. The IAAF was in an impossible situation. If they had banned an athlete from competing on the basis of an inadmissible test result, presumably the athlete would have successfully appealed to the courts to be reinstated. A frightening prospect for any sports administrator.
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Researchers did not comment on the drug positives discovered in the wake of the complaints by athletes. It did highlight the need for a more effective system. That system needs to be in place when we next look at the Winter Olympics in 2006.

The quest for Olympic gold then the whole spirit of the Olympic movement is called into question.
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The review process

To review or not to review, that is the question

P McCrory

From the perspective of both the editor and author, a perfect review is rapid, impartial, and constructive

Being asked to review a paper is one of the most difficult tasks to face a clinician. None of us have formal training or guidance in this area, and when a paper lands on our desks with a kind note from the editor our first response is often one of horror, something akin to a visitation of the Black Death. Questions that usually spring to mind are why me? And why didn’t they cover this in my medical or science course? Once the shock wears off, the opportunity to review manuscripts can actually be a positive process both for the authors and the reviewer. For an experienced scientist, being asked to review a manuscript should be an exciting proposition. To be selected for this role through scientific respect in a particular field is an intoxicating mix. Although it may be scientific respect in a particular field is an intoxicating mix. Although it may be

Once the manuscript has been editorially assessed, a decision is made on reviewers. Generally three reviewers are used for each paper or review for reasons that are outlined below. The reviewers are selected from various sources: authors’ suggestions, the journal’s reviewer database, Medline searches of similar recent articles, assistant editor advice, or known experts. When the paper is sent to the reviewer, it is usually a “blind” copy with no author names/institutional information provided. This is an attempt to make the process as fair as possible. A paper should be rightly judged on its merits not on who wrote it! There are exceptional occasions when a paper needs author identification in order to be accurately assessed. A reviewer would have to make a fairly persuasive argument for the identity of the author to be revealed.

Reviewers are then solicited by email to ascertain their availability for reviewing a particular paper. With our new manuscript tracking software, a prospective reviewer will receive the request along with the manuscript abstract to make a decision about their availability. Once they agree, the full paper is forwarded to them electronically.

We generally aim to turn around reviewer comments in a six week time frame. As can be readily appreciated, this is not always possible given the demands on clinicians’ time. This may be a particular problem in highly specialised areas of research where relatively few “experts” exist. Nevertheless, email reminders are initiated at standard times to attempt to achieve this deadline.

Once the reviewers’ comments are known, the authors are notified. It is rare in this day and age for a paper to be accepted without revisions. Those who publish regularly will realise that manuscript rejection is a normal and healthy part of the publishing process. Most of the papers require an extensive revision and resubmission, which requires the authors to revise the paper as suggested by the reviewers, and then the resubmitted manuscript goes back to the original reviewers for a further assessment. In some cases, three or four major revisions are required to get a paper into a publishable shape. When this happens, the process may become protracted over many months. If the reviewers’ suggestions are “minor”—for example, typographical errors—then we can notify the authors that their paper can be “accepted, pending revisions”. Clearly the more timely the authors’ responses to suggested revisions, the faster the publishing process.

The advent of electronic paper submission, electronic manuscript tracking, and, from February 2002, online reviews should help to minimise processing delays that occur during communication between the Journal, reviewers, and authors. It is hoped that this will translate into faster decisions for authors.

If major debate occurs between the reviewers and the authors, we often use an impartial reviewer or “ombudsman” to determine the outcome of the paper. Fortunately this is rarely required, and most authors see the review as enhancing the final paper rather than a negative process.

Being asked to be a reviewer

As I mentioned earlier, for the first time reviewer, the initial feeling is often the same as receiving a letter from the tax office. One of the common worries is the feeling that “it is not my area”. It is worth noting that the journal seeks many types of reviewers: some are purely statistical, some are expert comments about methodology or techniques, and some are a scientific critique or a “readability” assessment from a person who may have a more generalist knowledge of the area under review.

The concern of many prospective reviewers is time. Generally we are all busy folks with a clinical practice or research programme to run, and the additional burden of journal reviews simply adds to the stress levels. The old maxim “if you want something done, ask a busy person” is never more true than here. Journal editors are extremely grateful for the time and expertise of all reviewers. One comment exemplifying this concept came from a reviewer asked to review a case report: “I shall give it a try. My mother-in-law is being buried tomorrow and my daughter has just gone into labor so no problems”. My hat goes off to that reviewer.

The perfect review

From the perspective of both the editor and author, a perfect review is rapid, impartial, and constructive. It should be an educative process for the author and result in an unambiguous recommendation for the editor.
The reviewer as “gatekeeper”

Inexperienced reviewers often see themselves as “gatekeeper” trying to hold back the process by which authors seek to be published. Such “hawks” often simply produce a list of negative comments. In many cases, although it provides the editor with a firm opinion, the reviewer offers nothing to an author who may seek to improve his or her research or scientific writing.

For example, a comment from a recent review went as follows: “I reviewed the submitted paper and started my list of details. After two pages I began to realize that there was no part of the manuscript that meets reasonable standards in terms of science, logic and even English expression”. Such a damning response leaves the author little to go on. Another similar comment went as follows: “I find the paper totally non contributory to any biomechanical territory and not worthy of publication”. In some cases, the entire review is a single derogatory sentence. To the journal (as well as the author), such a review is not worth the paper it is written on. Generally, such reviewers do not get asked to review further manuscripts.

In part, I suspect that this problem relates to our lack of training in this area. To be asked to review a paper for the first time is a little unnerving and our role as a reviewer is often unclear. We feel the need to be excessively critical to try to justify our selection by demonstrating our academic teeth. Nothing could be further from the truth. If a paper is worth damning, then it should be rejected. It is the manner or style in which this is done that becomes the key element. Scientific problems can be identified along with suggestions on how this may be overcome in the future. Some of the best reviews I have read express the reviewer’s difficulties in assessing the paper. In one superb review, the reviewer stated that he “organised” over the manuscript and then attempted to annotate and rewrite much of the paper in order to show the authors what he thought it should be written. Although the paper was rejected, I am confident that the authors came away from that process empowered to improve their paper in a positive light.

We need to remember that the review process is part of a wider education of an author. When all of us begin a research career, scientific writing is often the most difficult skill to develop. A good research supervisor or mentor can assist this process, but the process of publication helps us to refine these skills further, and good quality reviews are the key.

The Peter Principle

One of the common phenomena seen by editors of journals world wide is a variation of the Peter Principle. If two reviews are sought, then it is likely that these will produce polarised outcomes—that is, one will “reject” the manuscript and the other will “accept without changes”. This is often despite such comments as outlined above. This is the primary reason why we seek three reviews as a general principle, in order to arbitrate this process more fairly. It never ceases to amaze me as an editor how two experts can read the same manuscript and come up with entirely different viewpoints.

Hopefully with our new software system, reviewers will have access to other reviews and any correspondence. This may assist in their personal development as a reviewer by seeing what other experts say.

A good reviewer generally tries to see what message the authors are attempting to communicate and in what fashion. Methodological concerns typically arise, but criticism can be constructive or destructive. It is far more useful to make suggestions on how to improve the paper to enable the authors to understand the problems than to savage the paper in an uncompromising fashion.

One of the most difficult problems is language. Although each of us has a writing style that is unique, the Journal is global in its outlook. This means that many of the papers are sent from countries where English is not the primary language. Difficulties in spelling, syntax, verb construction, and so forth often limit the readability of the article. In general, we would recommend to such authors that they seek an opinion on the manuscript from someone who speaks English as a first language. In this situation, a reviewer has an even more difficult job. The guiding principle should be to see whether there is scientific merit in the work that may be hidden by the grammatical difficulties. Remember grammar can be improved but the science often cannot.

An editor’s dream

One of the concerns in journal publishing is the fear of duplicate or redundant publications. A reviewer who is familiar with the topic under scrutiny is often familiar with similar publications that may need closer inspection. In the last 12 months, the Journal has had two cases, of which we were aware, of previously published data being submitted as original research. In both cases, the reviewers picked this up because of their expertise in the area.

It is a good habit for a diligent reviewer to carry out a Medline search of the topic or the authors’ other publications to assist in this process. In many good reviews, the comments are not only constructive but they also point out recent research that may have been missed by the authors. With the online reviews in our new manuscript tracking system, this process will be considerably simplified and should become almost an automatic process for the reviewer.

Authors need to bear these issues in mind. With computerised manuscript tracking and the ever increasing coordination of journal software, it is foreseeable that a reviewer will not only have access to Medline but also to similar manuscripts submitted to other journals, which makes the likelihood of detection much greater. Any author who deliberately attempts this type of academic deception will be blacklisted from future publication. Hopefully as journals increasingly collaborate, such a “red card” system for fraudulent publication will be more widely adopted.

The truly obsessive reviewer not only carries out the Medline search but also reanalyses the authors’ data and comments on the appropriateness of the conclusions drawn from this information. Unfortunately this is an extraordinarily rare and somewhat frightening phenomenon.

CONCLUSION

To be a good journal reviewer is an educative process in many ways similar to that of the development of an author. A widely published author generally has experience of good and bad review comments and should be able to provide a fair and appropriate manuscript review. Nevertheless, reviewers need to hone their skills and perhaps their contributions need to be formally assessed to enable them to improve their future contributions. All journals attempt to make this process as fair and impartial as possible, but the vagaries of individual reviewers often surprise even experienced editors.

The perfect reviewer provides the journal with rapid review turnaround, detailed analysis, helpful comments, an assessment of the current literature in this area, and an unambiguous recommendation. For the author, the reviewer should provide a constructive analysis of the paper, with a Medline review of any recent work omitted, and clear recommendations on how the paper may be improved. Although guidelines may be suggested, finding perfect reviewers is a bit like hunting the proverbial Snark.
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Expression of concern about content of which Dr Paul McCrory is a single author

This paper is authored by Dr Paul McCrory. During 2021 and 2022 there was an investigation by BJSM and BMJ which found that some of his work was the product of publication misconduct. Such misconduct includes plagiarism, duplicate publication, misquotation and misrepresentation in publications in respect of which he was listed as the sole author. We are placing a notice to readers on all content in relation to which he is identified as the sole author to alert them to the conclusions of our investigation.
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